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Let a be a real irrational number and q, , qz, q3 ,... the sequence of denominators 
of the convergents of a. Call o,(n)) the sum of the digits of the integer n in basis 
q,, q2, q3,... The Fourier-Bohr spectrum of the sequence exp(2niu,(n)) and more 
generally of sequences exp(2nif(n)) is studied, where f is a completely a-additive 
real sequence. A sufficient condition is derived for the sequence xn + yu,(n) to be 
uniformly distributed modulo one. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper, for all real number x, e(x) denotes eZirrx and //xl/ 
the distance between x and the nearest integer. 
I. 1. Preliminaries 
Let g: N -+ G be a bounded sequence. Assuming the existence of the 
following limit, the covariance yp of g is defined as 
y,(t) = J”, & C g(n + t) g(n) for every t E N. 
* ZN 
If lim,,, (l/N) Et<,,, ) r,(t)l’ = 0, g is called pseudo-random. 
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The (Fourier-Bohr) spectrum of g is the set 
1 -1 S(g)= XE R; lim, x \‘ g(n)e(-xn) > 0’ 12 <.c i 
It is well known that any pseudo-random sequence has an empty spectrum 
[8] and that the converse is false (g(n) = e(fi)). 
I.2 Sequences Related to a Continued Fraction 
Let a be an irrational number and let [a,; a, ,..., a,,...] denote the 
continued fraction expansion of a. The sequence (q,J of denominators of the 
convergents of a satisfies: 
qozl, qIxal and qk+2=ak+2qk+1+qk for every k E N. 
Every natural number n can be written in the form 
n = c ek(n) qkr 
k:O 
where \‘ 'kb)qk < qh 
k<A 
for any positive K, conditions which are equivalent to 
co(n) E {O,..., a, - 1) 
ck(n) E {o- ak+, } for every k E N * 
Ek(n)=ak+, * Ek-,(n)=o for every k E N * 
z 
a,(n) = \‘ Ek(n) 
k:O 
is called the a-sum of digits of n 14 I. 
Let q be an integer 22 and let s,(n) denote the sum of q-adic digits of n. 
In the paper 141, we prove that the sequence n H xs,(n) +ya,(n) is 
uniformly distributed modulo one if (and only if !), (x,~) @G Q!‘. 
The proof requires the existency of the covariance of the sequence 
n t-t e(yo,(n)) but we do not know if this sequence is pseudo-random. 
Our purpose is to study the spectrum of this sequence; according to 
arguments due to Mendes-France ([7], see also [2,6]), it is then possible to 
derive the uniform distribution of certain subsequences of n + ya,(n). In fact. 
the following class of sequences is studied. 
DEFINITION. f: N i--t C is said to be a completely a-additive real sequence 
iff(n) = ’ %(n)f(qk) 
kr0 
for every natural n. 
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We note that yo, has this property and that, if f is completely additive 
relatively to a, so is the sequence n ~-f(n) - xn. 
1.3. Main Results 
THEOREM 1. Assume (q,J to be lacunary. Let f be a completely a- 
additive real sequence, let g = e(f) and ck =f(qJ. The spectrum of g is 
empty provided that 
G llCk+* 
k:O 
- ak+2Ck+ I - Ckl12 = +a. 
Theorem 1 is a straightforward consequence of the second part of 
THEOREM 2. Let f be a completely a-additive, real sequence, let g = e( f ) 
and ck =f (qk). 
(1) g has a zero mean value if Cz,: (1 + l/a, - l/a,+ ,) a;‘,, 
(Ickl/2 = +a. 
(2) Assume (qk) to be lacunary g has a zero mean value ~fc:=; a:,, 
/Ickl12 = +a. 
Indeed, Cauchy-Schwarz inequality applied to 
IIC k+2 -ak+2Ckt 1 - Ckli 
< ick+2 - xqk+2/I + ak+2 ibk+I -xqkt I 11 + lick --x6?kll, 
gives, for any real number x 
ir 
“ /ICk+2-ak+2Ck+I-Ck/12 < c @a:+2 +6)ilck+, 
k:O 
--qk+II/* 
k-0 
that. ~~~o/~~kt2-ak+2ck+, -ckl12 diverges, so does 
Ep=OIlt+I /ickifxqki12 and we conclude by Theorem 2 applied to the 
sequence n + g(n) e(-xn) = e(f(n) - xn). Section II is devoted to the proof 
of Theorem 2; in Section III, completely a-additive, real sequences are 
compared to sequences related to other expansions of natural integers. In 
Section IV, we study the sequences ya,. 
II. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
11.1. Lacunarit-v of (qk). Second Part of Theorem 2 
LEMMA 1. (qk) is lacunary if and onZy ifs2 = {k E N: ak+, = 1 } is empty 
or ( ak ; k E R) is bounded. 
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Proof: Ifk~R,q,+,/qk>ak+,~2. IfkER 
1+ 
so that 
1 -<!LLl<L, 
1 +ak qk ah 
Assume (qk) to be lacunary. From Lemma 1. 
if k@R 
and there is A E N* such that 
1 I+‘-->f if kER. 
ak aktl 
The second part of Theorem 2 is deduced from the first part. 
11.2. Mean Value Lemmas 
The notations are those of Theorem 1. And we set ,uk = (l/q,) C,<,,g(n). 
LEMMA 2. g has a zero mean-value if and on@ ifiim,,, pk = 0. 
Lemma 2 and the first part of Lemma 3 can be found in [4 ] 
LEMMA 3. tl) qk+#k+l =qk~kCO(b<ak+,t@?k) +qk-IiUk-Idak+dk) 
(2) if ak+z= l, 
x db‘h)) + qk-lpk-, da,+ 1 qk)’ 
O<b<Q,+, 
Prooj (2) 
x g(n)= 1 dn>+ x &k+l +n) 
n<qa+z n<qk+l n<qk 
= qk+ lpk+ 1 + qkillk &k+ 1)’ 
The first part of Lemma 3 gives the conclusion. 
Notation. We set M, = Max{lpkj, jpk-il} for every kE N*. 
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LEMMA 4. (1) (A$) is Q decreasing sequence. 
(2) IPuk+ I I G Mk (1 - (VP - vu,+ I ICO$b<op+, g(bq,)l)) 
(3) v-a,,, = 1, 
2 
uk+l + 2 
(1 -+I 1 +&,+,)I)). 
Proof: (2) From Lemma 3.1, we derive 
( 1 =M, 1~a,,,qk I--- qkfl ‘k+l 
and we note that 2a,+ 1 qk > qk+ , . 
(1) The second part gives lpk+ 1 I < Mk. 
(3) From Lemma 3.2, 
+qk&, Mk 
1 
z: 
O<b<ak+l 
dk7,) j  ) ) 
qk+21~k+21~“k(qk(11+g(qk+,)I+uk+,-1)+qk~,) 
= Mk(qk+ 2 -qkt2 - I1 +gk+,)i)) 
qk+2=qk+l+qk<(2+ak+,)qk’ 
Lemma 4 gives in turn 
LEMMA 5. (1) tf”k+,>& \ih+,\<“k(l-Min(i, %d+,/\ck\i’)h 
c2) if-%+,= l? ipkt2l wkci -4/(2 f”k+,) Iick+,l12)’ 
Proof. c2) 1 - 4 I 1 + dqk+ ,)I = 1 - ICoS(nCk+ ,>I > 2 lick+, /i2. 
(1) If ck is not an integer, 
1 -A’ sin(7cuk+, ck) 
‘kt 1 O<bi;q+, 
ak+ , sin(zc,) 
We set d, = 7ruktl IIckll: 
1 
l-- x dbq,) = 
uk+ I Si@k/ak+ ,) - isin dkl 
‘kfl O<b<ak+, uk+ 1 sin(dk/uk+ ,> 
> 
ak+, sin(dk/ak+ ,> - 1 sin dk\ 
dk 
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When d, < 2nj3, the function x+x sin(d,/x) is increasing in (2, +a~( so 
that 
dk 4 4 sin d, > 2 sin - - sin d, = 4 sin - sin’ - > 
2 2 4 
because sin t > (3 fl/27~)t for t E (0, n/3 1 and sin t > 3t/7r for t E (0,71/6 1. 
In this case, 
1 
l-- \’ 
ak+ I Cd&+, 
I/ck/12 >+t+, Ibkl12* 
When d, > 2x/3, 
1 - ‘K- 7~ /sind,I <A 
ak+ I O$bi;q+, 
&?@?k) < yd 
k 4’ 
11.3. First Part of Theorem 2 
Assume that k 6Z R. Lemma 5.1 gives 
/&+,l<&(l-&,)with&,=Min $,$&ll~kj,2j. 
Lemma 3.1 gives, in turn, 
< Mk(qk+z - Qk+2qk+ l&k) 
so that 
Ipk+Z / < Mk(l - j&k) 
because 3ak+,qk+, - 2qk+2 =aki2qk+, - 2q, > 0. Thus, we get 
Mk+z<Mk (1 +) 
Assume now that k E R. Lemma 5.2 gives 
1 -&i,ck~~2) 
k 
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which implies, together with Lemma 3.1, 
IElk+* G Mk-I i 1 - & IIC~II’) k 
because 2uk+2qk+l > qk+2’ We get Mk+2<<k-i(1 -z/(2 + ak) Ilckll’). 
For every k E N *, 
M kt2G”k-I (l -Min (&& (l +$-$--) d+L Ilck~12))* 
At least one of the following series is divergent 
1 1+-+ 
aktl 
ai+1 11 ckii2y iE (0, 1,2). 
Thus, one of the sequences (M3j), (M3j+ i), (M3j+2) goes to zero. From 
Lemma 4.1, this implies that lim,,, M, = 0 and we conclude by Lemma 2. 
11.4. The Nonlacunary Case 
Assuming that (qk) is not lacunary, it is possible to give an example of 
sequence (c,J such that C a:,, (I ckl]’ = +ao and for which g has not a zero 
mean value. 
III. COMPARISON TO OTHER SEQUENCES 
A = @k)kcN* denotes a sequence of natural numbers 22, we set p0 = 1 and 
Pk= n I(r<k ‘r. 
Any natural number n can be written in the form 
n = z e,(n)p,, 
k=O 
where ek(n) E (0 ,..., ak+ , - I} for every k E N. 
A sequence f * : N + C is said to be completely A-additive [ 5 ] if 
f*(n)= =Y ek(n)f*(pk) for every n E N. 
ky0 
The following result is established in [5]. 
THEOREM 3. Let f  * be a completely A-additive real sequence, let 
cz = f *(pk) and g* = e(f *). The following four assertions are equivalent: 
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(1) the spectrum of g* is empty, 
(2) g* is pseudo-random. 
(3) for every real x, CrLO a:,, lick* - xpkj12 = fco 
(4) ~~0lIC~+,-~k+*C~lI*=S~. 
This result raises a question. The notations are those of Theorem 1, (qk) is 
assumed to be lacunary. Are the following assertions equivalent? 
(1) the spectrum of g is empty, 
(2) g is pseudo-random, 
(3) for every real x, CrEO a:,, lick - xqkl12 = +co, 
(4) CEO Ilck+* - Q,+*C,t 1 - Ckl12 = +a. 
IV. THE ~-SUM OF DIGITS 
IV. 1. Application of Theorem 1 
THEOREM 4. Assume (qk) to be lacunary and that y satisfies 
7 1) hyaJ/’ = foe 
k=O 
for every h E N *, 
then, for every real number x, the sequence n + xn + ye,(n) is uniformly 
distributed modulo one. 
Proof: Theorem 4 is, by Weyl criterion, a straightforward consequence of 
Theorem 1. 
Remark. For a = e, (qk) is not lacunary; however, for every real x and 
every irrational y the sequence n + xn + ye(n) is uniformly distributed 
modulo one. The argument is that C l/uIj+* = +co. 
IV.2. Addendum to Papers [3] and [4]. 
q denotes a natural number >2 and s(n) the sum of q-adic digits of n. Let 
m, m’, c, c’ be natural numbers, m > 2, m’ > 2. Our purpose is to give 
sufficient conditions for {n E N; s(n) z c mod m and a,(n) = c’ mod m’} to 
have the asymptotic density I/mm’. In [3], it is shown that this is true when 
a = (1 +JJ)/2. 
Let z E (O,..., m - 1) and z’ E {O,..., m’ - 1 }. We must show that G = gg’ 
where where g(n) = e((z/m) s(n)) and g’(n) = e((z’/m’) o,(n)) has a zero 
mean value provided that (z, z’) # (0,O). When (q - l)(z/m) @ Z, G is 
pseudo-random [4] so that it has a zero mean value. 
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In the opposite case, there is a E {O,..., q - 2) such that g(n) = 
e(an/(q - 1)). Thus, it should be proved that g’(n) e(an/(q - 1)) has a zero 
mean value. This question is related to the study of S(g’). With the aid of 
Theorem 2, we get 
THEOREM 5. {n E N; s(n) s c mod m and a,(n) = c’ mod m’) has an 
asymptotic density equal to l/mm’ in the following cases: 
(1) (m,q- l,m’)= 1, 
(2) (q,J is Zacunury and (a,, m’) = 1 for an infinity of indices k, 
(3) (qk) is lucunary and (qk+ , -qqk, q-l)= 1 for an infinity of 
indices k. 
Proof: (1) Let (m, q- l)=d. If (q - l)(z/m) E Z, z/m =b/d, where 
bE (l,...,d- l}. Thus, if z’f0, Ilc,Il=ll(b/d)q,+z’/m’II~ l/dm’ for 
every k E N. The calculation of Section II.4 of [4] gives the conclusion. 
If z’ = 0 and b # 0, G(n) = e(bn/d) has a zero mean value. 
(2) Let z’ # 0. Set ck = (u/(q - 1)) qk + z//m’ and assume that ch, 
Ck-lr ck-2 are integers. This implies that ck-ukck-, -ckPz= 
-ak(z’/m’) E Z, which is impossible if (a,, m’) = 1. Thus, for an infinity of 
indices k, ck e Z. 
From Theorem 2, n -+ e(un/(q - 1)) g’(n) has a zero mean value. 
(3) If ck and ck+, are integers, so is ck+ 1 - ck = (u/(q - l))(qk+ , - qk). 
This is impossible if a # 0 and (q - 1, qk+, - qk) = 1 so that Theorem 2 
gives the conclusion if a # 0. If a = 0, G = g’ and we go back to the 
calculation of Section II.4 in the paper 141. 
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